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OPINION

the independent

Your point of view
•
1s a terrible thing to waste
editor/commu!"licator~

I have determined, during my brief stint as
that the aggregate student body is a nebulous, often ineffable coalition of
sc~olars too politically inarticulate to effectively communicate their
gnevances.
For those of you who have not kept abreast of campus news, this
University is in the throes of academic alteration. Specifically, the status
of Raymond-Callison College is a holistic uncertainty. Plans to incorporate the college as a COP Department are more of a reality than many
of us would like to admit.
In the light of these developments, it is indeed perplexing to me that
students who will be directly affected by this reassessment have not
made more of an effort to voice their opinions.
Another example of student body irresponsibility is regarding these
sculptures presently in the UC Mall. Hey, I'm not too crazy about these
aluminum castings either. They are
obtrusive, domineering, and do
not lend themselves to the architechtural motif of the University Center.
But according to Gil Dellinger, a COP Art Professor instrumental in
getting the sculptures for the UC Gallery exhibition, a few resident malcontents have expressed their dissatisfaction with the art by .throwing
eggs at it. This is juvenile.
Listen. It is not uncommon for an individual to maintain a dissenting opinion regarding timely campus issues. No one is denying you that
option. But the way to communicate this dissention is not through
apathetic grumbling (as is all to common regarding thE' Ra~ -Ca lissue)or
by an anonymous midnight egg-toss, (as in the case of the aluminum
sculptures.)
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A responsibly written letter to the editor is the most effective way of
voicing your opinion. When printed, your letter will reat·h 3,600 people
in our community, many of whom may also share your beliefs.
The Opinion pages of the PACIFICAN are a potentially powerful
forum for student comment.
If we didn't have them, you would probably want to know why not.
But we do have them, and because you art>n't u~ing th<'m I want lo kn<l'V
why.
·
By Steve Cecil

Keiji Doizaki

ASUOP Speaks
The Cinema Program is one of the most popular ongoing programs
ASUOP operates which is proven by the support it gets from students.
Originally it was administered out of Anderson Y with funding coming
fromASUOP. .
· Last year it was absorbed into this office in that it was found to be more
economical since all savings occurring from this move went into the program.
·
As ~entioned earlier student support for this program is substantial in
that over 20,000 people attend these movies each year.
A director administrates this office with his/her job entailing booking,
publicity, and solicitation and sale of season tickets for the coming year.

Editor's Mailbox

The selection ol movies this year was done by the current cinema director
Randy Sasaki. He tries to choose movies that would be of interest and entertainment to the largest amount of students on campus.
Due to the high costs to rent these films we must supplement our income
by selling season tickets to the community. This also serves to get the community familiar with UOP and what ASUOP is. This generates $5,000 a year.
to defray our expenses.
This year we have budgeted to spend approximately $15,400 in renting
films through three companies specializing in supplying such films to university and college campuses.
The University Center now charges ASUOP for the personnel and projection time which costs the Cinema Program about $5,300 a year.
We bring 28 films a year on Fridays & Saturdays at 6:00p.m. and 9:00
p.m., then Sundays at 3:00, 6:00 and 9:00p.m. with the purpose of providing
entertainment for those who can't get off campus or just an opportunity to
break the monotony.
We welcome any suggestions, preferences, or ideas for next yt>ar.

,.
Steve Cecil
Editor-in-Chief

Jorge Raya
Photography Editor
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The other night two friends and I, giggling
together at the end of a long day, were ordered
to be quiet by a passing police officer. It was
one o'clock in the morning, a time when
probably half of UOP is still awake. We were
standing in front of a window on the third
floor of Ritter House and were ordered to shut
up by a UOP cop standing outside on the front
porch.
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were people trying to sleep, and stalked off. It
was a very ugly scene, and I feel an unnecessary
one.
The overriding issue here is who has the
authority to control dorm residents in their
homes when no laws (such as state alcohol
regulations) are being broken. I suggest that
the Resident Staff and the other members of
the community are the only people who have
such authority.

The off.cers on this campus have spent a
Of course, our first reaction was shock.
We muttered some dirty words under our great deal of time and effort to convince us that
breath and turned from the window. Eviden- they are real cops. They have bought a new
tly, the officer heard us, and after engaging us patrol car and have given out parking tickets
in a brief stare-down, demancted to know who galore. I suggest that in keeping with this
image, in the future they chase real crooks and
was smarting off. I told her I was.
criminals instead of wasting our money chasing
us.
She belligerently asked, arms akimbo, was
Sincerely,
it necessary for her to come up? I replied no, I
could not see that it was, but she could suit herKathryn L. Turner
self. With that, she informed me that there

Production Crew
Peggy Griffin
Terri Coyle
Sharon Rhoades
Royce McNaughton
Tracy Jones

Pacifican polif:Y
general campus or community interest.
Anonymous contributions will not be considered, and all copy must be received by Monday prior to publication. The PACIFICAN reserves the right to edit all material submitted
Responsibility for
for brevity and libel.
Columns, not to exceed 750 words, should exopinions herein expressed shall be assumed by
press a consisteat point of view on issues of the author.

The Opinion pages arc an equal opportunity communicator. Letters are generally
brief corrections, questions, statements of
viewpoint, or solicitations. These must be
typed and should not exceed 250 words. Guest
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Committee passes~~~~~~
motion to alter
Ray-Cal structure
BY JOE HUDSON
PACIFICAN REPOR rER

The special committee to determine the future of the cluster colleges has passed a motion
to alter the structure of Raymond-Callison
College because it is "no longer feasible."
The committee was re-activated in September by President McCaffrey and should
make their recommendations to the President
by December.
The motion which was approved by the
committee states that: "Given the information
reviewed by the committee it is the sense of the
Special committee to consider the cluster
colleges that the existing Raymond-Callison
College structure is no longer feasible and

ASUOP PRESIDENT KEJJI
DOIZAKI AND ASUOP Forum
Direc/Or Randy Komm hove no
sense of humor for student pranks
which jeopardize the credibility of
their orJ:ani?.otion.
paj!e J
YOU WILL ENJOY YOURSELF
tomorrow night listening to John
Lamont in the Long Theatre.
And if you don't, ASUOP will
refund your money. Period. page 6
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To the Editor:

;Jl[..L

PA CIFICAN · FEATURE
EDITOR LISA ALVA transcends
the trends to bring you on innovative view of a popular rage
that has Ioken I he notion by storm.
The Swing of lhings is a local look
ol disco dancing.
pages 10 & I 1

EVERY COLLEGE SPORT HAS
A NUMBER ONE ATHLETE,
and for UOP soccer he is Bruce
Spaulding.
Twice the most
valuable learn player, four years
team captain, Spaulding is a
natural leader and a premier
player.
page 12

ARE YOUR COLLEGE YEARS
really the bes1 years of your life?
If this is it, will it reafly get worse
later? Read who/ UOP students
have to say this week in On the
Spot.
page /9

should not be maintained.
The committee will seek to preserve the
following educational values which have been
created through Raymond and Callison
Colleges and through Ray-Cal College: I) Opportunities for an interdisciplinary and an intercultural education; 2) Styles of teaching and
learning associated with Raymond and
Callison colleges; 3) A living-learning community which students and faculty have experienced in Raymond and Callison colleges."
In other action, the committee also
reviewed the American studies program, the
Human Development program, and the Society
and Policy program.
Raymond-Callison College wants to keep
the school's independent community, but according to Academic Vice-President Clifford
Hand, "if enrollment trends at the school continue, that community could completely disappear before their e~es." Dr. Hand felt that,
"the most important goal of the committee is
to try and maintain the diversity of the school,
but try and reduce the cost."
Vice-President Hand also. -felt th~t
recruiting, or the Jack of it, could not be
blamed for the continuing decline in the enrollment, "The administration has put much time
and effort into trying to get students to come to
Raymond-Callison.''
However, because of the changing
programs at Ray-Cal in the last three years, Dr.
John Williams who teaches at Raymond, feels
that, "it is very difficult to recruit for a school:

............

UC Sculpture exhibit
strikes dissonant chord

COP Art Professor Gil Dellinger can't decide exactly what has prompted the recent
rash of hostility towards this UC Gallery sponsored exhibit, but contends that such a
large work in so small a setting may have touched off the animosity.
Dellinger is dismayed at reports of egg throwing and other petty vandalism, and
reminds students that the purpose of the exhibition is to incite •'the intelleCUJal reaction
in the viewer, to see what the artist is saying.''
The two pieces in the mall patio are both slated to remain until later in the spring,
while exhibits in the Gallery will come down on Nov. 17.
For an artistic review of this exhibit, see page 6 of this issue.

when you are not sure of the program for the
next year." Williams believes that even with
the best of recruiting, "you can't do it when
you don't know the curriculum."
Academic Vice'-President Clifford Hand
said that, "It is not the product that the school

produces that we want to change, but the cost
of that product."
"It would be a great Joss," commented
Dr. Hand, "if the diversity, styles of teaching,
and learning could not be maintained. We will
try and do everything in our powers to retain
those benefits."

KUOP receiveS HEW
grant for relocation
BY BRAD WOO
PACIFICAN REPORTER

The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare was recently
awarded KUOP-FM with a grant of
$76,662.
According to Dr. Alan L.
Mikels, Associate professor and chairperson for the Department of Communication Arts, KUOP-FM applied for
the grant last February and was notified
of the award last month.

Students involved in radio production. at KUOP-FM play a large role in the
operation of the station. Practical experience in radio production to broadcasting is received through instruction by
Les Bradley, Broadcast Instructor.
UOP processes approximately 100
students per year involved in radio
production, said Mikels.
Presently,
KUOP-FM does not have the facilities to
adequately process this number of students. The grant, however, will allow the
construction of two more additional
teaching studios. The grant also allows
KUOP-FM to purchase the needed electronic equipment for the studios.

Of over 100 station applicants, a
very limited number of awards were
given. KUOP-FM, a non-commercial
KUOP-FM, which is presently
orgainizations, was ranked one of the top
broadcasting from the ninth floor of Burstations in its class. As a resuJt of this,
ns Tower, will be relocated in the old
KUOP-FM received basically all it had
communication disorders l~ted in Norasked for.
• . . . . . . . . . . 1>

th hall.
The Fire Marshall had indicated that Burns Tower is not a sufficien~ location, so a move was inevitable,
said Mikels.
Because of the increased
·flow of students, more room was also
needed to accommodate them.
KUOP-FM's offices will also move
out of the quonset huts into the communicative disorders building, the reason
being that the quonsets were built
during the 1940's and the University
would like to tear them down, said
Mikels.
Renovation of the communicative disorders buildina to accommodate KUOP-FM has already bqun.
Moving into the communicative
disorders building has numerous advantages Mikels indicated. Besides having
more space to operate, the broadcast
station and offices will be in the same

JWip

to page 4
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Raney

A Regal Regent who gives

with randy bass

J

"One of my great joys has been that I can see
that every dollar I've ever given the University
has been used and used well, no waste, no
foolishness. It's very satisfying and whatever
I've given, I only wish I had more to give."

SY MEG JACKSON
PAUF1CAN STAFFWRITER

Just exactly what is a regent? Few students rea\ly \mow and probably fewer could name
even one member of Pacific's board of regents.
lt's ironic that we're such strangers to the
group that's behind so many of the major administrative decisions here at Pacific, and if all
her fellow board members are as charming and
concerned as Winifred Raney, we really are
missing out.
Busy lives make for inte~esting people and
what with operating family businesses in the
San Joaquin Valley and s;erving as a university
regent, Mrs. Raney certainly keeps a fast pace.
She has operated ranches and maintained a
large, genera\ agricultural concern which included the raising and shipping of melons for
several years, as we\\ as helped to run a family
shopping center in Modesto.
Mrs. Raney, a regent for almost 20 years,
first joined the board at the request of former
president Robert Burns, who felt that the
board needed some people with business experience and "most of all, women." Since that
time, Mrs. Raney has used her business expertise on committees such as the Regents' Investment and Finance Committee, which
protects and determines investments made by
the University and the Farm Committee, which
deals with real estate donated to and maintained by Pacific.
But Mrs. Raney gives even more than time
and energy to Pacific. Over the past 25 years
she has made generous contributions to almost
every area of University life. She is responsible
for both the University Language Laboratories

Throughout her years at Pacific, Mrs.
Raney has seen changes in both student body
and administration. "In the earlier times, the
sixties, there was some unrest at UOP, but I
think students are getting much more serious
now. I think the economics of getting a job are
entering into it more than ever now."
Having served as a regent with both
presidents Burns and McCaffrey, Mrs. Raney
has also been a part of each man's contributions to Pacific. "I think that each
president is a man for his time. Dr. Burns was
a man who made great strides for the University and now President McCaffrey is consolidating a lot of Dr. Burns' earlier efforts."

...........

The Raney Recreation area is only one of the many gifts from Winifred Raney.

as well as the Raney Recreation Area and has
also made numerous other gifts which range
from contributions towards scholarships to
furnishings for the Gold Room and Burns
Tower.

that she is interested in helping out such a wide
variety of university programs. She has no
special, preferred interests and only requires
that "the money be put where ever there's a
need."

Perhaps one of the things that makes Mrs.
Raney such a special friend to UOP is the fact

Mrs. Raney also feels strongly that her
contributions have always been well used;

Mrs. Raney rates today's Pacific as "the
best" and feels that such features as close
student-faculty relationships and the cluster
colleges make it especially unique. She was
part of the board that brought the clusters to
UOP, but feels that "unfortunately, the idea
may be a little too ambitious for a school the
size of Pacific. It needed more money and a
larger enrollment to succeed.''
Although Winifred Raney's name may not
be too familiar to us, the programs she's made
possible certainly are and education at UOP is
all the more well rounded and diverse because
of her efforts. She is not only a special part of
Pacific's past, but also a promise for its future.

World news of the week
COMPILED BY JOHN ADAMS

A New Pope Is Elected
The 26th pontiff has been elected in
Vatican City after 36 hours of voting. The new
pope is the first pontiff in 455 years of Roman
Catholic history to be non-Italian. From
Poland, part of the Third World Communist
Block, the new Pope John Paul II, will make
his stand for the Catholic subjects in communist countries.

Soviet UN officials on one count of espionage
and two counts of conspiracy for spying against the United States.

Although Soviet citizens have been convicted of espionage before, none has been
acknowledged by the Soviet Government as
having official status. The two men face up to
life in prison when they are sentenced Oct. 30.

Humphrey-Hawkins Bill Passed
Congress passed the Humphrey-Hawkins
"full employment" bill, which some called
mere "symbolism" and others a far-reaching
economic charter, sending it to President Carter for signature.
The bill will for the first time set in law a
spec1fic goal to reduce enemployment-from
the current six percent to four percent by 1983.
The President could, m 1980 or later, recommend rescuing the target date but could not
alter the figure.
The bill also will set a goal to cut in nation
to three percent by 1983 and to zero by 1988.
But it says anti-inflation efforts must be
designed so as to not "impede" cutting unemployment.

Algerian Chief Visits Moscow

Algerian President Houari Boumedienne,
who dropped from public view three weeb
ago, ha~ left for Mosco" and meetings w1th
Soviet leaders the official Algerian news agency says. There had been no advance word on
plans for surh a visit.

Light Penalties in Koreagate probe .
A 20-month investigation into South
Korean innuence-buying in Congress has en·
ded with the reprimand of three California
Democratic Congressmen.

Soviet Aides Convicted of Espionage
After deliberating more than four hour~ .. • , ;rh}:. pcni!IJip,. vo ed p~ t9<i {!opie pf, •
Representatives, were levied against Edward
an eight-man, four-woman jurv convicted two

After being stranded for 17 years in a deserted aisle, theater seat Dennis
Chair, his lovely wife Barl Jra, and their little baby sitter, Rocky, were thrust
back into a world that had changed without them.
Forlorn, trying to find a pad, searching for backing, Dennis fought to get
up on his own four feet. They've settled here at the UC Cinema and are secure
at last. He's one of the greatest supporters in the world of Christian Chairity.
Hands down, he's the ::eat I'd pick: an exclusive interview with Dennis Chair.
Bass: Three days ago, an LA Dodger's pitcher blamed the world series loss on
weakness from the Dodger bench. Do you take that as an ethnic slur?
Dennis: I heard about that and I do resent it. I think it's bunk. Chairs are not
to be slighted. If you get enough of them together, they can cause quite a row.
The Dodger hitting wasn't consistent, fielding was a fiasco- I don't see any
Ladder Day Saints.
reason to blame the bench. It's tough in there. I'm a Yankee supporter myself.
Bass: Oh, the Mormons?
All we can do is get behind them and hope.
Dennis: No, we used to be. But we wanted the Tabernacle Choir to rise for the
Bass: And you think that generally is enough?
really loud numbers. But the church said they wouldn't stand for it, and we
said we wouldn't take it sitting down, so we left.
Dennis: Sofa so good!
Bass: And now?
Bass: Dennis, I've heard many, well, nasty comments about chairs of late.
What :'ith all those scandals couched in secrecy, people are always trying to
Dennis: Now we have our own sect. Our services are led by the High Chair.
identify the seats of discontent. Is there no merit to your species?
But our activities are pew and far between. For us, every day is a day of rest.
Dennis: Chairs aren't that bad. Many go on to big universities' and accept
Mostly, we roam the countryside looking for Holy seats and convertible beds.
department chairs; some are the driver seats of major corporations. Sure,
Bass: Let's come back a minute to your job here in the UC Theater. You must
see a lot of great movies. Which is your favorite?
some are dumb. Some are swivelling idiots- and prestige is no indication.
Some county seats are awarded to some pretty seedy counts and the least comDennis: Oh, there's so many. But I'd have to say the one with Jason Robards
and his four sons: "A Thousand Clones."
petent often make it to thrones, but all in all, we're not bad.
Bass: That's a strange choice. It doesn't seem quite right. It doesn't even have
Bass: Well, then tell us about your culture, explain yourself.
a chair pun in it, why that?
Dermis: We're like anything else. A chair man finds a suitable chair woman
Dennis: I've always been interested in cloning. Soon they'll be able to clone
and they marry. Maybe they decide to have a baby chair or two. They live
chairs for multiple seating. Some oak, some pine clones. A book was just writand love together 'til desk do them part. Normal, right?
ten on the subject called "Chair and Chair Alike."
Bass: I suppose. But what keeps you together, what gives you cohesion between say, a little corner group, and the jet dinette set?
Bass: Well, I have to admit, chairs are appealing, but the rest will have to
Dennis: Our religion is our common thread. We all belong to the Church of
wait. This is Randy Bass, seatside, with another Pacifican exclusive.

"l)f) Yf)fT 1~1~1~1.. f~f)l.. l.. l~f·l~ "'11..1.. Ill~ 1,111~ III~S'I, YI~AitS 014' YOUR I..IFE?"

PACIFil'AN STAFFWRITER

Roybal, John McFall, and Charles Wilson for
taking money from former Washington rice
broker Tongsun Park. The House vote to
reprimand Mr. Roybal went against an Ethics
committee recommendation that he be censured.

Figueiredo to Head Brazilian State
General Joao Baptista rigueiredo was
elected Brazilian head of state in electoral
college dommated by the pro-government
Natlonal Renewal Alliance Party. General
Figueiredo will take office next March for a
s1x-year term.

The Masked Man of Peking
The neY. mayor of Peking, Lin Hu -chia,
who walk~ the street~ of Peking incognito, has
been named the "socialist Robm Hood" of
Peking. Taking advantage that people do nm
know him by sight allows him the case to walk
around the city checking on store prices and
services.
Lin, 61, replaced former mayor Wu teh
last week. He had headed the city ad minbtration of Tientsin - a vital port and
China·~ third largest cil}- since the middle of
the year. Lin has also been secretary of the
Cpl"JllUJiiSl ~:!{\>'• ·qO]'riJte ,m ~han11hai,
China's large~t citv.

Israel takes to withdrawal
Of the three countries, Israel, Egypt, Jordan, and West Bank residents, only Israel has
taken part in the withdrawal of troops to grant
the West Bank its autonomy. Israel military
officials are going ahead with plans under a
"continuing basis" by which Israel could
unilaterally grant steps towards autonomy.
A committee within the defense ministry,
headed by General Avraham Orly, is working
on dismantling the military government and
providing a locally run administrative structure
to replace it .

Crucial B)-Elections f'or Trudeau
Canadians will pass judgement on Prime
Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau and his gover·
nment today in a series of special parliamentary elections that may forecast his fate in next
year's national campaign.
Canada's sagging economy has been the
dominant issue, but the Quebec separatist
movement and Trudeau'> personal leadership
are ke)' elements in the background.
L1beral strategists concede Trudeau could
face suff challenges to hi\ leadership if the
Progressive Conservatives, the maJOr op·
position party ~·in 10 or 111or~ ~e~t~ }n the byelccttons.

Jeff Mef/or (Jr., COP): I hope so. I want to make the most of
them as long as I'm here. But ideally they'll keep getting better
all the time.

Steve Marks (Sr., COP): As a good friend of mine, Andy
Basseui, once said: Hal

Lisa Shusto (Soph., School of Engineering): Oh, definitely.
You're doing things on your own. You're more of an mdividual. You get to choose what you want. I guess the best
years are really the ones you're living at the moment.

Juan Caceres (Fr., Covell): Probably. I have many good
times now, and in the future I will loolr back on them. They're
a part of my life.

1 indo l.ee (Soph., COP): /tlunk so. You get to meet people,
play, and party. You learn from both your sociall1fe and from
classes

Elisabeth Pruitt (Fr., COP): As /look at it now, co((ege years
are the best years becau:se you're learning holl' to relate to
people of all different types. It helps you to mature so that you
can make it in the working world.

Amy Hart (Soph., COP): No, not at all. For me college isju:st
a place to get ready for the best years. I think it 'II be better once I get out. These conditions are too ideal, it's not a real
world.

Marc Fertuson (Fr., Conservatory): !'//look back with fond
memories. But I think that/'ll get more joy once I start teachmg.

.......
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Homecoming

·A SUOP Forum falls
.

. ..

.

.

victim to student hoax
BY STEVE CHAN
PAC.:U'I<.:AN NEWS EDITOR

Bob Morrow

Sandra Anselmo

Fieldwork here makes the student much
more sophisticated, both in public and private
sectors. Our placement is good. The field has
grown very much in the past 1S years.
The most important program is thoughtfully considered tailoring to the individual. We
feel obligated to expose students to all approaches and give them the skills and tools to
validate their own. In class and on paper they
choose different roles and styles, analyze
strengths and weaknesses and learn how to
make choices.

· We give them a broader range and try to
combine the 'whys· and the 'whats'. We deal
with people, test ability to communicate,
educational attitudes and motivation.
Ours is involvement with the next
generation, the future of society and idealism.
In personal growth you must make a commit·
ment and try first.
We have contacts and are aware of job opportunities which we feed to students or
through the Placement Center. They're very
helpful.

Earlier this week a number of XEROXed
flyers and a large banner were discovered
posted around the campus advertising a nonexistent ASUOP Forum on National Priorities
presentation by a Ms. Bonnie Marsh, Chief Investigative Officer for the Library of Congress.
"The supposed event which was slated for
October 26, 1978, was not sponsored or sanctioned by the. Associated Students,." stated.
Randy Kamm, Director of the Forum on
Natio11a1 Priorities.
·" lf students · were · to · attend. s~ch an·
event," continued Kamm:· ;,They w'ould be sit- ·
ting in an empty Conservaiory Audfto.rium. .
The ·large'r 'implicatiqn ~f : the. 'boius e·veill •
would by that ASUOP's re~uiation wo~ld b~
tarnished · from tl)e .: bstensilile iack of. ·
. credibility." :· .·
..•
. · · . - ·
.." Had ,6,.SUQP sponsored such an event, .
an ~~ent· would be pres~nted. Since ihe 1ecture
· by Ms·. Mars!) has been pub.Jicized; aRd since
no Of!e knows of its . false character, what
wouJd ·pre~lude students from blaming ASUOP
for poor responsibility?" further commented
Kamm.
According to reliable Pacifican sources,
the hoax was the work of several dorm residents who created "Bonnie Marsh" last spring
semester.

.

"Actually we only meant for three friends

Hugh McBride

Dean Jarvis
This department mainly serves Doctor and ,
Master programs. most students have also
practiced or are practicing and want to move
up in the world.
They sharpen old skills and learn new ones
in this department. They learn theories and put
them into thein5wn connections, and do their
field work right at their present jobs.
A winter term course is being offered
which is an overview of all the new theories
coming into the field of education.

We are one of only three institutions in
California to be accredited for B.A. through
Doctorate programs by all three of the agencies
important in education. This standard has
measurable impact on employability. UOP is
synonomous with quality and we have alumni
all over the state in leadership positions.
It's possible for any student on campus to
get a teaching credential, regardless of
matriculation unit. And over half of all UOP
graduate students are in School of Education.
They already have jobs and come to advance
skills, credentials and degrees. We're moving
more and more in this professional direction
We work with and serve the entire community.

We'r(' convinced you t·an't teach people
how to work only m th<' classroom. Ours is a
field-based training pruwam. w .. get a wide
variety of cases wh('re stud<'nts lt·arn to deal
with the intensive problems th<'y will g<•t in
tht•ir "ork situation.
'We go over the techntqut•s, bring in a child
and dt>monstrall' and then \turll'nls work with
their dicnts
Supenision is providt>d b)
established agencies.
In our Exceptional Chiid program. th('
studt•nt teachers provide skills so the child ts
compett>nl and not d<'pendent on othNs. When
you'r€" handicapped and skilll'd, it's an im·onvenit•twe; when you'n• unskilled and handicap·
ped it's a disability.
You hear there are no jobs in edut·ation.
That\ not true her!'. Look at the statistk\. We

expeet a mo~<'ment towan.l bilingual and
physical special edut·ation, and to art and
music therapy fur tlw handit-appcd.
Both of us have strong ties to the Stat<•
Departm('nt of Education. the Manpower Ad·
visory Committ<'e and the Special Ed Commit·
t<·e. Organizations in thl' outside community
h'" e direct effect on our ecology here. Such
exposure helps our students.

Are Your
AUTO
INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?
William Bacon
1 have been involvt'd with the School of
Education Resean·h office.
I framt'<.l tht' '
questions for the survey in which we were
trying to dt-termin£> what graduates do after
college. On the survey we found that half our
graduates have jobs, the other half do not.
However of those who do not hold jobs, many
did not try to find them.
We are the first School of Ed in the state.
UOP has a good reputation according to the
National Council for Accreditation of T('acher
Education. UOP is onl' of 16 accrl'<.litt'd in the
state, and one of four that is a private school.
Graduates of pri"ate schools have an edge o•er
graduates of stale st•hools in that em ployer~
want a w ..IJ.roundcd staff. not all <•mplml'<'S
from one school.

r'?l

w_

Special College
Student Rates
478-2450
Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency
4600 No. Pershing Avenue
2 blocks from campus
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ASUOP
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ConStrva-lory of t-1~1<.

The phony flyer
of ours who knew of Bonnie Marsh, a character we created as a personal joke, to see the advertisements. What we did was never intended
to discredit the ASUOP Forum in any way,"
stated one of the members of the group in an
anonymous telephone call to the Pacifican office last Tuesday night.
"We got the idea to bring Bonnie Marsh
to life from ASUOP's recent advertisements
publicizing the upcoming lecture by Jane Fon·
da", the caller continued, "We assumed it
would only be taken as a joke, but apparently

ASUOP was a bit more upset than we thought
they would be. Perhaps we shouldn't have
used the name of ASUOP Forum ... "
Keiji Doizaki, ASUOP President considered the hoax, "both a cruel and senseless
attempt to either discredit the Forum Program
or have some fun."
"First of all, it was done while tlte Forum
Director, Randy Kamm, was concentrating his
energy and effons to present Jane Fonda on
October 19, 1978. The occurence of this hoax
at this moment divided his time even further
between the academic load, and the job of
bringing Jane Fonda. Therefore, wasting
valuable time on his pan, not to mention the
mental anguish of having to concern himself
with who or why someone would do such a
thing."
" Secondly, ASUOP has worked hard to
operate the Forum program as a service to
students in keeping the students abreast of
issues and the people behind these issues. We
have difficulties as it is trying to keep the
program at a level of previous years due to inflation, rising prices of honorariums, and
unavailability of speakers."
"But above all of this, we have managed '
to establish a reputation for the program not
only throughout the University, but the
Stockton community as well."
''The hoax not only jeopardizes this
reputation, but the hoax itself ridicules the
ASUOP Forum," concluded Doizaki.

Travel Agencies liability pending
BY JOHN ADAMS
PA<.:It"lc.:AN REPORTER

"The existence of an independent travel
agency at UOP is not definite at this time,"
said Judy Chambers, vice-president of Student
Life.
For some time the prospect of a travel
agency located in the ASUOP offices has been
considered as an addition to current services
being offered to students. At present, the only
problem in the way of bringing about this service is the problem of liability. "If students
from UOP are booked on a flight through the

campus agency," said Chambers, "and that
flight crashes, we could be liable for those
student injuries or deaths because their flight
was booked through an agency on campus.

because there is a university policy that
prohibits the operation of a business
monopolizing its product on campus. We try
to give our srudents freedom of choice."

"We do not know if this is true, that is
why we (Vice-President Winterberg and herself) must talk to the university attorney. If
there are no problems of liability involved, we
will go ahead with the program. ''

If the program is approved, the agencies
will rotate their business annually, Chambers
said, "That way the agencies will have an equal
crack at the students."

Several travel agencies will be involved
with the agency on campus if it goes through.
"The reason for this," Chambers stated, "is

It is not known when the prospect will go
through, or if it will go through at all. Mrs.
Chambers will deal with it pending her interview with the university attorney and a regents'
committee.

Semi-Finalists
announced
Founeen campus co-eds were judged last
Wednesday to compete in this year's
Homecoming Queen competition which is
being sponsored by the University Center
Programs Council in conjunction with the
second Annual Agree
All-American
Homecoming Queen Contest.
The contestants were nominated from
various
University
dorms,
clubs,
organizations, fraternities, or sororities. These
contestants then presented a three minute
speech on the topic, "Why I want to be
Homecoming Queen" in front of a panel of
judges from the University community.
Based on total scores received in the
speaking event, the top 14 women were
classified as semi-finalists. They include: Shula
Allen,
Pharmacy;
Tammy
Brecht,
English/ Drama; Lisa Coruccini, Business;
Chenoa Crockett, Comm. Arts; Niki Fernandez, Education; Karen Lavenda, Recreation;
Terri Mastellos, Biology; Pamela Moe, Pharmacy; Kathy Sullivan, Special Education;
Lynn Walker, Nursing; Deborah Wall, Comm.
Arts; Lori Way, Psychology; Janell Weide,
Special Education; and Julie Witherspoon, Pre
law.
These women will now compete in an
evening gown event and answer impromptu
questions before the same panel of judges, with
in the next two weeks.
The top seven from the evening gown
event will be finalists and will be included in the
Homecoming Queen elections slated for
Friday, November 10, in the University Center.

Campus to
Campus Run
Kelly Girl of Stockton will present a Campus to Campus Run tomorrow, October 21,
197g,for the benefit of the American Cancer
Society.
The run will span a distance of 10
kilometers with a small two mile loop within
Delta College's campus and a four mile loop
from Delta College to UOP and back.
The cost of registration for the race is
$5.00 with all proceeds going to the San
Joaquin Unit of the American Cancer Society.
Sign-ups will be taken from 7:30a.m. to 8:30
p.m. the morning of the race at the front entrance to Delta College near Pacific Avenue.

Buy 1 8-track
at regular priceget 2nd
at HALF PRICE

Your
Choice

Buy 1 casseHe
at regular priceget 2nd
at HALF PRICE

EDUCATIONAL

CENTER

433·1763
55 GRANT AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 94108

CENTERS IN MAJOR US CITIES

800-223-1782

OPEN EVERY NITE OF THE YEAR TIL MIDNITE

IN LINCOLN CENTER
NEAR PAYLESS AND TOWER POSTERS
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Weekly video service
starts soon

Romanies students organize

A weekly video television program will
soon stan at the University Center. This service, provided for the enjoyment of UOP
students by the University Center Programs
Council, will start Oct. 23 and continue
through Dec., according to Special Projects
Committee Chairman Paul Szmyd.
The programming will consist of different
types of shows each day of the week and will be
shown at the Program Planning Center and at
the Rathskeller. The scheduling will be:
-The week's best sports event on MondaY'
from 1-lOp.m.
-The week's Best of Johnny Carson on Wednesday from 2-5 p.m.
-A comedy or special on Thursday from 1-10

UNICEF fund-raising drive

p.m.
-The Friday afternoon special on Friday from

2-5 p.m.
-Cartoons and soap operas on Saturday until
3p.m.
Szmyd said students will have the opportunity to personally use the video tape
machine. If a student thinks he might miss an
important show, he can fill out a video
programming form ahead of time. The show
will then be taped provided the machine isn't
scheduled to be used for something else.
The Programs Council is also organizing a
film crew to film UOP sports and other activities. So far all of the football and girl's
volleyball games have been recorded on film.
People interested in camera work or commentating should contact the Information
Booth.

KUOP Story
(from page 1)

B'l KATHl TURNER
PAClFICAN REPORTER

Europe was shambles. In France and
England great castles still smouldered; in Germany and Austria whole cities were black and,
silent.
Everywhere
there
was
devastation,hunger, and need. World War II
was over, but the long process of rebuilding
had just begun.
In America, where no bombs had fallen
and cities were still intact, a group of Pennsylvania schoolchildren decided to collect as
much money as possible to send to their counterparts across the sea. On October 31, 1945,
instead of trick-or-treating for candy and junk
food, those children went door-to-door with
orange boxes collecting nickels and dimes.
And so UNICEF - United Nations International childrens' Emergency Fund - was
created.
Thirty-three years later, UNICEF gives aid
to victims of catastrophe and refugees of war.
Because the scope of UNlCEF's efforts has increased, so has the scope of various fundraising drives. The United States Committee,
which is based in New York, has conducted
jog-a-thons, concerts, and bake sales, and each
year thousands of little and not-so-little kids
hit the street with their orange boxes and
UNICEF pamphlets.
This year, Letitia Showen and four other
American Humanics majors are organizing a

location in addition to the entire
operation being physically closer to the
staff and faculty of the communication
KUOP-FM currently receives information through telephone cables. Eventually it will receive information by a satellite system. Plans for a reception disc
to be built by the north end of the Donald
Wood Memorial Bridge are already under

3lBD3S

KUOP-FM is tbe University's 30,000
watt FM, stereo, multiplex radio station
and broadcasts over a radius of 30 miles.
KUOP-FM is affiliated with National
Public Radio and broadcasts 24 hours a
day.
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the Plant Doctor
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One trouble area for houseplants is insect
pests. In the confines o f a dorm room or apartment, insects that are present on one plant will
soon spread to others.
Some insects actually eat foliage and soft
parts of the plants while others insert their
mouth parts into the plants circulation system
and suck nutrients out. In either case, such infestations can slowly weaken and eventually
kill your plants if left untreated.
In selecting a spray, always read the label
to see what insects the insecticide is effective
against and what if any precautions need to be
taken in its use . The most effective sprays are
probably the trade names Isotox, Seven and
Malathion, which are produced by a large
number of different chemical companies.
Household aerosol insect sprays are not

Dead letters

(X)IJT

KLIO\J
How FAR '11\ElR
~y \S

designed for use on plants and will kill the
foliage if used. There are some garden aerosol
sprays which are suitable or you will have to
use a nose spraying device.
Always remember, no matter what kind of
spray you elect to use, take your plants outside.
Never spray in your room as insecticides are
generally just as much a poison to humans as
they are to insect~.
Getting rid of insects is obviously not a
very convenient procedure. Still the only reaf
alternative is to get rid of your plant. Allowing
a plant with an infestation to remain untreated
will not only allow the insects to spread to
other plants in your room, bu t in a dorm may
see them spread to other people's plants as
well.
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Tom Stewart, Kathy Lane, Chairperson Letita Showen, and Karen Strah are sponsoring the
UNICEF drive.
trick-or-treat fund-raising drive at UOP . Ms.
Showen, who joined UNICEF when she returned to California after two years in the Peace
Corps, first organized students at the Monterey
Institute of Technology and for the past two
years has been UNICEF chairperson of Sunnyvale.
According to her, this year's drive was
originally conceived of as a competition between living groups, but realizing that time was

e.
Any students wishing to participate are
asked to drop by Anderson Y, across the street
on Pacific, to pick up an orange collection box,
a UNICEF poster, and pamphlets to give to
contributors. The materials will be available
between today and October 31. All volunteers
should sign up for one living area.

tlhAr~

as prank backfires
It started as a prank ; to ring Archania's Emergency Bell. It ended in a
brawl with several injured and one in jail.
A t 4:00a.m.
Sunday morning, 10
Stockton residents, none of them current
UOP students, entered the fraternity
house through a rear window. T he intruders' plan, however, was foiled by a
light-sleeping brother who discovered the
attempt in progress and alerted the rest o f
the house.
T he ensuing brawl provided enough
but one o f the
commotion for all
tresspassers to escape. He was detained
until St ockton Police arrived , whereupon

he was arrested and taken to jail.
Accord ing
to
an
A rchania
spokesman, access was gained by ripping
off a screen on a first fl oor window in the
back of the house.
Police investigation determined the
identities of those who fled during the
fracus, and they will be arraigned in
Stockton Municipal C ourt on Wednesday, O ct. 25, for charges of Breaking
and Entering, and Assault and Battery.
Said Do ug Urbick, P resident of Archania, " Brothers use the Emergency Bell
for just that purpose. These pranks are
getting tota lly
of hand ."
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short, the committee decided that individual
trick-or-treating would be the most productiv-
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Star Beverage .
is pleased to announce
the appointment of
the Miller Representative for
University of the Pacific

I20 No. Hunter (3 BLOCKS FROM BRICKWORKS) -
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Is waiting for you

To join in the I,Q~(D -DJJ!l~a ~~ CELEBRATION
Of our NEW llEST AIJilAN1, & BAR at
,,

C~OME

For great food, beer and wine, backgammon, chess, free popcorn, dancing, pinballs,
airhocky and much more. Kick back and enjoy the cheap thrills.

COME
See the gates that Jeckell and Hyde never walked through and the clock that never
belonged to Beethoven.
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f~ GUARANTEE

C~OME
For funky times and good fun

Doug Nestler

C~OME
To THE TIGHT FIT-

,a

is $ 1.00 with
an ASUOP card or
~ •
$2.00 for general public.
~
The moneyback guarantee is
only available to ASUO P members. ~
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For a really great t ime, call your Miller Campus
representative . Find out what i mpo rtant services, equ ipment, and ideas can help make
your event a very successful one. When you've
got the time we've got ...
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It's just what you've always wanted!

WITH THIS COUPON...
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S 1.00 01~1~ on every pitcher of beer
(opening night only)
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Senate Soundings

Senate tells Ray-Cal
to change structure
BY STEVE STAPLETON
PACIFK,\N STAFF WRITER
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Equal Rights football. Who says football is just for men? Powderpuff football competition through the UOP Intramural
Department, is getting tougher enry year.
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The sun.
ItS hot.
But itS not electric.

Act ion on a resolution concerning
Raymond Callison College was postponed by
the Senate so that more information on the
The resolution
issues could be studied.
declared the official policy of ASUOP to be
"that no reduction in the Raymond Callison
College will be accepted or tolerated" and
directed ASUOP to uphold this position. It
was the feeling of the Senate that it was not
qualified to make such a sweeping policy at this
time and that a more complete report as to the
state of the endangered college should be made
and what, it anything, ASUOP could do about
it.
Lori Kennedy, ASUOP vice president,
reported to the Senate that "I've been told by a
(Cluster College) committee member that an
irrevocable decision has been made to change
the structure of the college, so the issue it
moot." During the thirty minute debate on the
resolution, one Senator stated "we, as
representatives of the student body, have a
responsibility to see that certain minimum
standards are maintained at this University. I
see the existence of RC as one of those
minimums."
Members of the Senate are investigating
the various issues and alternatives and will
report back to the Senate at its next meeting.
II was decided to support a survey of
students to see which services are being used
and which are not. Also satisfaction with
ASUOP wjll be determined. Senator Jake
Aller, sponsor of the survey, said "with this information, we hope to make ASUOP services
closer to the needs and wishes of the students_"
Tami Grove told the Senate of the
progress on the Recycling Project. Stockton

Scavengers have volunteered to take the collected newsprint, while Delta Containers will pick
up the aluminum cans for Coors collection.
Everyone involved with the project has been
"real cooperative" and that "right now, the
only problem might be that will run into money
problems on the shed," reported Tami.
Lori Kennedy informed the senate that a
book exchange is being established at ASUOP.
Students, under the system, will be able to list
those books they wish to sell or those
books they wish to buy on cards in two
separate files. Every two months the file will
be purged of old listings. For more information or further suggestions, please contact
Lori Kennedy at ASUOP. It is hoped that
through the use of the book exchange students
will be able to save money in purchasing their
text books.
The senate received a formal complaint as
the final schedule. It seems that most "solid
subjects" are in the mornings on MWF and
that they then will have all their finals on the
last two days of Final Week. It was hoped that
some compromise could be worked out so that
this congestion ~an be avoided.
For the fourth meeting in a row, the senate
delayed action on an anti-prop 6 resolution.
The reason was that some Senators had not as
yet read the initiative. It shall be considered at
the next meeting.
The senate convened for the sixth time this
year at 5:20 p .m. in the Redwood Room and
adjourned at 6:05 p.m. with the following
Senators present: Aller, Brew, Duran, Fuen·
tes, Grove, Kennedy, Omlansky, San Nicola,
Stapleton, Tredwell, Vogelzang, Spencer,
Leavitt, Conklin, and Anagostou_
All
meetings of the Senate are held on Tuesday
night at 5 p_m. with the general public invited.

Libertarian Candidate

echoes Issues
BYMICHAELK
PACIFICAN REPORTER

Ed Clark, an independent libertarian candidate for governor spoke at UOP's Gold
Room last Wednesday, October J L He and his
party strongly support freedom in both social
and economic affairs, less government, less
tax, better education, and legalization of "victimless crime."
Ed Clark, 48-year-old Harvard law
graduate, is the first candidate in the history of
California to be named on the ballot from
voters' petitions which over 100,000 Californian voters signed. Moreover, the Libertarian
party has grown from the 13th to the 3rd
largest party during its short history of six
years_
Clark believes that the least government is
the best; that any tax cuts will create new jobs,
stimulate California's economy, and permit
people to keep more of their own money; that
the governmental operations, from milk industry to nuclear power, should be controlled
by "special interest groups"; and that government should not intervene as much as
possible_
His governmental non-interference attitude explicitly includes abolition of the
minimum wage which in his view is the major

Ed Clark and his wife briefly rest between
questions from Students.
,.,.. ., _._.

cause of the high minority teenagers' unem·
ployment rate_
Walter Williams, black
economist, also points out that minimum wage
has been disproportionately harmful to
minority youth.

Education was another concern. The
public schools under the government-shield
monopoly spent more, but taught less.
To get rid of this monopoly, he stated that
a certain amount. will be deducted from state
tax bill of a family whose child attends private
school to decrease the burden of higher tuition
of the private school. The public school with
the presence of this competition will naturally.
try to improve what they can to attract these
children.
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Good for the Sole

Shoes

Knoc.kabout

An extraordinarily versatile shoe. Our most popular shoe to date. Padded and cut low around the
ankles for maximum comfort.

A Man's clothes
reflects his style
His style touches
e\·erything he has

I

/

Create your style
at

Monterey
The newest member of our family combines
style and grace in an eye-catching design.-The
perfect casual shoe.

Malone't.
Some solar technology is
already here_ If you want to heat
your home, your water supply or
your swinuning pool, you can buy
solar units today that will do the
job. PG&E is currently involved
in more than 80 solar projects to
help Californians make better use
of these heating systems.
But heat isn't electricity.
Manufacturing electricity
from the sun's rays is a lot further
off The technology is not yet
developed to convert the sun's
energy into electricity in an efficient and affordable way. Meaningful amounts of electricity
won't be coming from solar
sources before the end of the
century.
PG&E is working on such
projects. For example, we are
partners in building an ex peri-

Sport

mental sunlight-to-electricity
plant that will produce small
amounts of power by the early
1980's. But the cost of this electricity will be about 30 times as
much as that from a new conventional plant.
According to government
estimates,even by the end of the
century, the sun will provide no
more than 10% of our electric
needs. In the meantime, we'll
need government approvals to
build conventional plants to help
meet your growing demands.
If you have any questions
about Solar Energy, write PG&E,
Box 3728, San Francisco, CA 94106.

Our action shoe. Beautiful sandalwood leathe•
with tiny perforations that let your feet breathe ir
any activity. A good performer.

Sierra
The most comfortable demi-boot you can buy.
Lightweight and rugged. This shoe is great for
hiking, trailwalking, and more.

Until solar electricity is ready,
we must bnild other kinds of
power plants. PG~E

Plf';dS(' LotH Fur An Appmntnwnt

Field Stickers play well,

but lose
BY LAUNA CORNWELL

Johnlantont
"Beatie"
SATURDAY Night
ASUOP is presenting an evening with
John Lamont and his five piece country rock
band on the University of the Pacific campus
tomorrow night, Oct. 21, at 8 p.m. in the Long
Theatre. Admission is $1.00 with an ASUOP
card.
Actor, singer, songwriter Lamont was
formerly with the New Christy Minstrels, and
has toured all over the world as their leader,
musical director, and soloist-singer.
The versatile Lamont guest stars in the up·
coming CBS movie " The Long Journey
Back." He will also star in the MGM rock
musical, "The Rainmaker," as Starbuck.
Mr. Lamont and his band, who have been
acclaimed as " the new Beatles" of the 1980's
are currently working on a new album with
recording agent Bob MacGoteff.
ASUOP feels so strongly about this act ,
that they are offering a money back guarantee
to all ASUOP cardholders.

Art Review

Jim Perrizo: A versatile artist
BY JAN EGAN
PACmCA N ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Jim P crrizo 's dra matic a nd evocative art
works, presently on display in the UC Gallery,
are a courageous venture for the Art Department. In terms of content and size, this
exhibit is by far and away the most daring
displayed thus far by the University of the
Pacific.
Mr. Perrizo, who is also an art teacher at
California State Hayward, has assembled a
vast and impressive array of works which range
in size from the monumental sculpture (on the
UC Patio) to the palm-sized maquettes.
Mr. Perrizo is also a master of mediums
and whether he is tendering aluminum, or sketching a detailed ink on paper, each plane and
curve compliments the total work and serves to
form an integrated whole.
The most evident pieces of Perrizo's
exhibit are the controversial monumental
sculptures. Although they arc quite large, they
convey a sense of lightness that can be attributed to the aluminum .they are made of.
The pieces are success{QI! ,they either excite

or disgust the viewer, and this extreme reaction
is inpicative of new or misunderstood art. The
two sculptures combine hard and soft shapes to
convey a sense of symmetry, and the hanging
piece, entitled "First and Last Men," is comprised of two distinctly male and female panels
which are merged in the center by an explosive
globe.
In the gallery proper, Perrizo exhibits his
"smaller" works, which include bronze and
steel as well as nickel -plated sculptures. Also
included for the first time since Perrizo has
exhibited his works are several dozen smaller
sketches. The sketches, which are done in ink,
prismacolor, graphite, and chalk, convey an
astonishing amount of energy and perception.
Particularly interesting arc "Rites of Passage"
and "Personna." Done in graphite and chalk,
they both convey a sense of the primitive:
Perrizo has uncovered dark secrets.
His art has all the attnbutes of the Fauves
and the Cubists of the 1920s. Perrizo's works
combine primitivism with playful pokes at the
predicament of 20th ~41111ury mankind.
• -_-~-pla.y,ful.ocss Is especially apparent in

his "Self portrait," and his "Sometimes
Song." "Sometimes Song" is reminiscent of
some of Miro's later work, and the combination of oblique angles and primary colors
serve to convey the sound of a progressive jazz
piece.
Mr. Perrizo was on campus last Tuesday
night and chatted informally to an appreciative
crowd. In discussing his art, he maintained that
his favorite medium to work with are the
monumental works, because I feel more a part
of them," he explained. He continued to say
that he is pleased with the response he's
received from patrons who enjoy his sketches.
"I had never really considered showing my
sketches before, as I usually only use them as
blueprints for my sculptures," he said. "I
think the response I've received will encourage
me to further explore my canvas art."
Jim Perrizo's art is a tribute to his sensiti·
vity of man's tenuous existence within his environment and the cosmos, as well as our
relationships with one another.
,Mr Perrizo's work will be on display

Jim Perrito at the UC Galler) reception last
Tuesda) night.
•
••
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Sometimes a team can play well and still
come up on the short end of the score. According to head field hockey coach Doris Meyer,
the 8-0 loss at Stanford October II did not
reflect the teams actual performance.
In the first half, the Tigers held the Cardinals scoreless until the last minute of play
prior to the half. Stanford led 1-0 at the half.
Stanford placed second in tbe Northern
California Athletic Conference last year behind
fourth-ranked San Jose.
Meyer said holding Stanford scoreless for
the first 34 minutes of the game built team confidence.
Ten minutes into the second half, Stanford still only led 1-0. Then 1JOP lost their
concemration and they allowed seven goals to
be scored against them. Meyer emphasized to
be successful, the team must "concentrate
mentally, physically, and emotionally for 70
minutes. Concentration will come with more
experience," she added.

The outstanding characteristic of the game
for UOP was obviously defense. Marti Koyne,
a freshman from Palo Alto, was asked to mark
the outstanding Stanford player. She guarded
the Stanford player one-on-one the entire game
and did an excellent job.
Lesleigh Franklin, a senior and a veteran
of the squad, "made many goalie saves, which
prevented sure Stanford goals," said Coach
Meyer.
This week, in preparation for the Southern
Ashland Oregon tournament, October 27-28,
the field hockey team will work on offense.
Meyer commented, "We have not put the team
concept together on the offense yet. In other
words, we need four players taking the baiJ
down the field to score, not just one." The
middle field players need to help the front line
players to score points.
Five teams wiiJ be represented at the
Ashland tournament including: Southern
Oregon State, Sacramento State, UC Davis,
Willamette University and Pacific. AlliS UOP
players will travel to the tournament.
The field hockey team has a record of two
wins and three losses. Results of the UOP vs.
Sac State game October 18 were not available
at press time.
TheUOP field hockey team Is Improving steadily this season, u 1l10wn bere in toumameat adloa
The last home game for the field hockey
against San Jose State.
team is November 4 against Chi~o State.

If Y?u're looking fo! the bank that ~n do the most for you} you'll
be 1mpzessed wi1h our credentials.
We offer a complete range of student banking services: College
Planlj!) Checking, a wide Variety of Savings Plans. and if ~u qualify,
Student Bank.Amertcard® VJSa® Instant Cash overdraft
.·.
protection, edu~tionalloans and more.
.·.·
We also ()ffer Consumer Information Reports to provide )K)U
VJith the kirid of straight-to-the-point facts you .need to knovJ about
banking. Including), c'A Guide to Checks and Ch~ckinS:' t'How to
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Friday. October 20
Film: "Om• on Om•," UC Thcaln.', 6 & 9 p.m.
Recital: Carol ""' Brunkhorst . flu te. Conservato~ Aud itorium, 8: I 5 p.m.. free
Meeting: Campus Crusade, An d1·r~on Y Center. 7:30 p.m.
Drama: "WhC'n You Cumin' Blll'k. Red Ryder?", Studio tht·ater, 8 p.m.
Domedy: "The Skin of OurT!'t'lh, " Tillie Lewis Theatre, Delta College, 8 p.m.
Event: "Chambt>r of Chills," North West Lane at Swain, 7-11 p.m., $2.50
Exhibit: Jim PPrrizo's art, UC GaliN~, reg hrs.
Saturday, October 21

Despite blocks like this, UOP's volleyball team.could not defeat powerful UCLA last Sunday at
theDelta College gym.

Soccer team
takes on
Church, State
The UOP soccer team will be home for a
chance, to meet California Baptist on October
21 at 2:00 and will follow that up with another
home game on October 22 with Humboldt
State at noon.
The Tigers fmished up a five-game .-oad
stint by losing to powerhouse San Jose State, 60. "San Jose is ranked third in the far west and
ur lack of physical maturity and depth of
thletic talent caught up with us; we just could
ot match them," said head coach Glynn
Richard.
Despite the score, goalie Bill Barker
played well, saving a penalty shot on goal.
The Tiger swamped Sonoma state 17-0 last
Saturday in a home contest.

Wanted:
Women's
Hoop manager

V olleyballers
home,
Tiger Wapolos then Hawaii
soaked
by Bears
After meeting Cal for the fourth time this
season and for the fourth .l.ime coming out on
the short end of the pool, the Tiger Wapolos
must be very happy tp have the Bears out of the
way.
In PacifiC's latest loss to Cal, the final
score read 3-14. )eff Sealy, however, continued to play well as he put in two of Pacific's
goals.
UOP was also defeated by San Francisco
State, 13-10, on October 11.
The Tigers next challenger wil be San Jose
State. They will meet the Spartans on October
21 at 2:00 at the UOP pool.

· Before heading ac.ross the Pacific Ocean
for a three-match series against nationally
ranked J-lawaii, the UOP Tiger volleyball team
will face Fresno State in Fresno Oct. 21, and
Santa clara Oct.23, in the UOP main C:ampu~
gym.
The UOP Tigers are coming off of a 3-1
loss to national powerhouse UCLA before a
large contingent at Delta College's Budd Gym.
The Tigers will travel to Hawaii for the
three-match series against the Rainbow
Warriors begiJming Thursday, Oct. 26, and
culminating Saturday afternoon before the
UOP Hawaii football game.

Film: "One on One," UC Theatre, 3. 6 & 9 p.m.
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo's art, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Mass: Morris Chapel, 8 p.m .
:vent: "Chamber of Chills," North West Lane at Swain, 7-11 p.m., $2.50

,.

,,

,.
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Assisting Mrs _ Dominik will be pianist
Annette Johnson.

Tuesday, October 2 <f

Mrs. Dominik, a UOP faculty member
since 1973, has studied under Jean-Pierre
Rampal in Nice, France, Werner Tripp in
Vienna, Austria, and Roger Stevens, Julius
Baker and Keith Stein in America.

Meeting: Christian Science meeting, Morris Chapel, 7 p.m.
Meeting: ASUOP Senate Meeting. UC Redwood Room, 6 :30p.m.
Meeting: World Affairs Council meeting, Great Hall, 7 p.m.
Film: "Kwaidan," UC Theatre, 7:30 & 10:00 p.m., 50 cents admission
Concert: University Symphony Orchestra, Conservatory Auditorium, 8: I 5 p.m.
Lecture: Newman lecture, Regent's Dining Room, "'11le Emerging Woman", 8 p.m.
Lecture: Newman House Seminar, "Together for Life." Newman House, 8 p.m.
Exhibit: Jim Perizzo's art, Uc Gallery, reg. hrs.
Event: "Chamb<-rof Chills," North West l..anl' at Swain, 7-11 p.m., $'2.50

Mrs. van Bronkhorst has been a lecturer in
flute at UOP since 1973. A member of the
Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet, she has also
apeared as a soloist with the Chico Symphony,
the Monmouth Symphony, and the UOP Symphony Orchestra.
Mrs. van Bronkhorst will be perfroming
"Sonatina 1940," by Lennox Berkeley, ''tlorceau di Concours," by Gabriel Faure, "Divertimento", by Jenfrancaix, "Sonatine," by
Walter Gieseking, and "Parable for solo
flute," by Vincent Persichetti.

UCPC Rathskellar

Wednesday, October 25

Entertainment Committee presents

Seminar: Pre-marriage seminar, Newman House, 8 p.m.
Meeting: Religious Lib, Anderson Y Center. 6:30p.m.
Film: "Lord of the Flies," UC Theatre, 7:30 & 10;00 p.m.,admission 50 cents
Exhibit: jim Perrizo's art, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Event: "Chamber of Chills," North West Lane at Swain, 7-11 p.m .• $2.50
Service: Morris Chapel, noon

Sunday, 22-- Soccer HOME vs. Humboldt
State, noon.
Monday. 23-- Volleyball HOME vs. Santa
Clara, 7 p.m.
Thursday, 26-- Volleyball at Hawaii, 9:30p.m.
Water polo at LOng Beach State, 7:30p.m.

ROGER SALLOOM

GUITARISTlsinger with a little bit of romedy

Tuesday, October 24

Thursday, October 26

8:30-10:00 pm

Exhibit: Jim Perrizo's art, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Event: "Chamber of Chills,-· North West Lane at Swain, 7-11 p .m. , $2.50

.....

a su,.,-bstory tdl~r with a 1ood :w~ ofrhythm and a fr<tll sense of timing. tmd th~ mUJic Is
incrtdib/y itift<:ttOus."
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TAKE A

ROLLING STONE MAGAZINE

Concert in the Rat

What's New This Week?
DYNASTY - Robert Elegant (Japerbck S2.75l
Gtrn FROM 111E SEA - Anne Lindberge tbantbound SS-95>
THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF IGNORANCE- Edited by Ronald Dnnwt

STUDY.BREAK%
1'HOTO~M ~ORO' c:;AGGIA

This weekend catch
our smile to the snow,
the sun or a little
home cooking. We're
PSA. And we fly to
r.1ore major airports in
California than any
other airline.

The 8:15 p.m. event will be open to the
public without charge and include contemporary compositions by Belgian, Austrian,
Czech, Spanish and American composers.

Recital: Shirll'y Dominik, Conservatory Auditorium. 8:15p.m .• free
Meeting: Newman House Executive Counci l meeting, Newman House, 7:30 p.m.
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo's art, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Event: "Chamber of Chills," North West Lane at Swain, 7-11 p.m., $2.50

Carol van Bronkhorst will be featured in a
Resident Anist Series concert this evening at
8:15 p_m. in the Conservatory Auditorium. ·

Concert: Roger Salloom, Rathskeller, 8:00p.m.

Upcoming Sporting Events
!Saturday, 21-- Football at San Diego State,
'7:30p.m.
Soccer HOME vs. California Baptist College, 2
p.m.
Volleyball at Fresno State. 7 p;m.

Shirley Dominik

A Resident Artist Series recital featuring
flutist Shirley Dominik is scheduled for Monday, October 23, at the University of the
Pacific Conservatory of Music Auditorium.

Monday,October23

Anyone interested in this nonpaying endeavor, please contact Dr. Jacy Showers or
Jean Dixon at 946-2472.

Carol van Brontbors

RAS features flautists

Sunday, October 22

The UOP women's basketball team is in
need of a manager for the 1978-79 season.
Duties include attending all games-home and
away, keeping track of basketballs, filling
water bottles, and collecting warm-ups during
th~ games.

c

Concert: John Lamo nt and his band, Long Theatre, 8 p.m., admission $1.00 for ASUOP
tardholders
Film: "One on Om•, ·· UC Theatre, 6 & 9 p.m.
Exhibit: Jim Perr izu's art, UC Gallery, rl'g. hrs.
Dinner: International Dinner, Pal'ifil' Club, 6:30-8 p .m. , fret to UOP students
Event: "Chamber of Chills," North West Lane at Swain, 7-11 p.m., $2.50
Prama: "When You Com in' Back, Red Ryder?", Studio Theatre, 8 p.m.
Comedy: "The Skin of Ou r Teeth," Till it> Lewis Theater, Delta College, 2 and 8 p.m.
Museum: Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, tour and exhibit, I :30-5:00 p.m., Victory
Park

UOP volleyball coach Terry Llskevych instructs his team between games of the UCLA match.

(paperback S7.95

DIETER'S GUIDE TO WIEGIIT LOSS DURING SEX - Richard Smith
(paperback $2.95)

LIQUOR

DELICATESSEN

WINE

Special discount for frats and Sororitil''

SEGARINI'S LIQUORS

Party Supplies

Groceries

Keg Beer

FASCINATING FAl1'S {paperbad! $6.95)
NOSE MASKS - Acollec:tion $2.95
THE BEATLES FOREVER- {paperback $8.95>
and...-!)N,!)IJlii is bac:k in stock

20% OFF on these titles
with copy of this ad
-=-.. ~K5 'fO«£----·
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Nov 2 -Disco in U. C. Piazza
Nov. 8- Night Club Night
Nov. 16- Comedy Night
Nov. 20- Light Finale Night
Nov. 30- Jazz performance (4 piece)

A superb day ofjazz
BY JOE ANNOTTI

P ACIFI<:AN STAff WRITER

Trying to define or catagorize jazz is an
impossibility. Jazz cannot be labeled by a certain meter or rhythm pattern like so much of
today's music--disco , for example. No, jazz is
free-form, jazz is expression, but most importantly. jazz is a feeling.
Last Sunday, Berkeley resounded with the
same feeling of freedom and expression, when
Bill Graham presented a superb afternoon of
jazz, funk and fusion music outdoors in the
Greek Amphitheatre.

fog from the sky, the Woody Shaw Quintet
took the stage and delivered a flawless 45
minute set of classic, improvised jazz,
highlighted by the bandleader's searing fi~gle
horn and coronet solos.

The best teams are those who come
together in times of adversity. The Pacific
Tigers have gone through three stages of adversity this season.
It began with the season opening loss to
Arizona State. Not that anyone other than the
Tigers themselves felt that Pacific would have a
chance, but they were nonetheless frustrated
after playing well in the first half, only to fall
a,part in the second and go down to a 42-7 defeat.
The second test of adversity came a week
later when the favored Tigers fell to a highlyspirited club from UC Davis. That had to be
the low point of Chester Caddas' seven-year
head coaching career at Pacific as no Pacific
team had lost to Davis since 1929.

After more than an hour delay (due to the
inefficiency and lax attitude of the road crew),
the George Duke Band finally appeared.
Duke, a long time Bay Area favorite, has
moved away from a pure jazz base of the past
few years, and shifted to a heavier funk theme.
With his polished eight piece band and a
fire spitting "magic stick", Duke gave a show
more suited to a nightclub than the outdoor
Amphitheatre. He played an enjoyabl~. if
nonsensical, hour of funk to a receptive crowd.

( An~lysis )

Conga· player Shirley Escovito won the
only standing ovation of the day for her uncontrollably brilliant conga solos-- she wa s the
real star of Duke's show.
The stage looked bare after Duke's equipment had been hauled away, revealing a sparse
setup for headliner Grover Washington Jr. But
what Washington lacked in stage decor he
made up in clear, crisp jazz. Backed by Locksmith, the same band Washington has toured
and recorded with for two years, he set a
groove with the opening number that never let
up.

............

Mr. Motion In 1dlon.

His soaring leads on tenor and alto sax
and the steady back-beat of his tightly knit
band convinced the crowd that the nickname of

WITHOUT VASSAR
BY JEFF JARDINE
PACIFICAN SPORTS EDITOR

Shaw brought with him a new, but by no
means inexperienced, band. The rhythm section of bassist Clint Houston and drummer Vic
Lewis earned the respect of the 10,000 fans by
providing a skin tight beat throughout the
opening set.

As the sun melted away the final traces of

UOP vs SAN DIEGO STATE:

Grover dazzled the crowd at the Greek Amphitheatre with his soulful jazz'sound.
"Mr. Motion" was not undeserved. He had us
in his back pocket - and nobody wanted to be
anyplace else.

After his hour, Grover walked off the
stage only to be called back with cries for a Bay
Area favorite-- "Sausalito."

Washington appeased the audience with
familiar oldies, as well as giving us a taste of his
new album, "Reed Seed." The title cut of this
album is especially powerful, with a beautifully
improvised electric violin piece by John Blake.

Finally, with an enjoyable afternoon of
jazz behind us, we left the blue sky to be again
reclaimed by the fog, but that feeling which
only jazz can deliver will stay with us like a
heartbeat.

The third period of adversity was the Cal
game. The Tigers knew they were playing
much better than anyone expected against the
overrated Bears, even good enough to win in all
reality. But the few mistakes Pacific made that
day cost them a win.
Amazing as it may seem, the fourth· stage
of adversity will come in the wake of a 27-7 win
over Fresno State last week. It was the loss of
All-America candidate linebacker Brad Vassar,
who underwent surgery Tuesday morning.
Vassar suffered a knee injury in the fourth
quarter, and wUl b~ :c~t for the remainder of
the season. There is always the question of how
important one man can be to a team, and that

pbolo b)' Jorac Raya ·

The UOPTigers will face their biggest test of the season when they meet San Diego State in Saa Diego. P1cific w\U be without linebacker
Brad Vassar (above, making tackle), who underwent knee surgery this past Tuesday and will be lost for the season.
will be the newest test of the UOP Tigers.
Vassar has averaged over 17 tackles per
game this season. He has been the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association Player-of-the-week
once. But his importance can't be measured
just by statistics-and honors.
Vassar has not only played at his usual
high level of consistency this season, he has
also been the Tigers' "big play" man. He
stopped Cal running back Mike Carnell on a
fourth and one, was instrumental in stopping
Long Beach State in a dramatic goal line stand,
and made Fresno State quarterback Billy Yancy see No. 13 in his nightmares, sacking Yancy
three times on blitzes.

Vassar plays the game sideline to sideline,
and plays his position better than anyone on
the west coast, and maybe even the country.
In his place will be either Sean Sullivan,
who replaced Vassar after his injury, and came
up with an interception late in the fourth quarter, or Kevin Turner who as a first year
linebacker is still learning the position. Turner
has excellent speed and plays with reckless
abandon, as he displayed against Fresno State
with his numerous tackles on special teams.
One of the two men will join Dallas
Nelson, the other Pacific linebacker, who is a
hard working, consistent player, and like
Vassar is capable of making the big play.

Fortunately for the Tigers, linebackil!i
was their strongest asset at the beginning of the
season. It has suffered tremendously with the
losses of Bill Nunes, who injured his knee
against Arizona State, and Vassar, but is still a
dependable unit.
Saturday the Tigers face San Diego State,
a team coming off losses to Wyoming and Utah
State. The Aztecs are not as strong and talented as they were last year when they defeated
Pacific 29-7 in Stockton. The Tigers can win
this game, but they'll have to do it without
their team leader. And that is what will
separate the men from the boys.

Record Review

Red Ryder's
Leaving
The final three performances of Mark
Medoff's "When You Comin' Back, Red
Ryder?;, by the University of the Pacific
Drama Department are scheduled this Thursday, Friday and Saturday (October 19-21 ).
The show will be presented at 8 p.m. each
night in the South Campus Studio Theatre.
For ticket information call946-2289.

ANNUAL SPECIAL!!
Is on AGAIN ...
now until the end of
this school year, buy 10
albums and we'll give you
a S7.98 List LP of your
choice- Free!!
Also
.......,.....,,111 vinyl disks are in
stock! Please note our
pricing policy:
Albums are priced at
Price - Your price is
dicated on charts

100,000 Mi. Road Test:
The Small Faces
BY TIM JONES
P AUFICAN STAFF WRITER

Rock groups are like athclctes in many
ways: both share the same average longevity.
Peak physical potential in terms of raw muscle
and unbridled energy comes in the late teens
and early 20's. Most of this youthful energy is
sustained through the mid-20's, during which
time it is steadily complemented with finesse
and elements of style. All these resources
gradually coalesce, and the peak period occurs
during the late 20's. (Comparable to a linear
programming situation, we say that optimum
output is feasible during this time, given the
constraints upon imput resources:) After 30,
energy is sacrificed and must be compensated
for by finesse, etc. One should retire if, after
30, his increased know-how cannot make up
for lost youth.
Muhammed Ali and The Rolling Stones
are nearly perfect counterparts. Both have
aged more gracefully;in many ways, each is
presently at the height of his career, yet each is
over 35 years old. Both reign supreme not by
the power of their punch, but by a certain
subliminity of slyll!, Both are surrounded by
an incredible aura, which is so strong that it
obscures signs of impotence or lost youth.
Both manage to generate press which, even
when negative, works to their advantage and
tends to perpetuate the aura.
An irresistable, undefinable Presence
radiates from both Ali and the Stones, which
enables the former to nearly devastate an opponent before even having entered the ring,
and enabl~ the 1aner tO. ildfC&JILe MOll
negative hribute ({edmiqill, inno~a'i6 ,

etc.) and form a very, very positive whole. As
a result, both are enormous energy sources for
their fans, within an environment whose earthis he greatly regretted but could do little
thly norms and pidgeonholes they so magically
about.
elude.
With Stewart and Wood now Superstars,
The Small Faces (that's smool fysiz), howand ex-Small Face Ronnie Laine attracting
ever, must deal with the present without having
much attention after his work with Pete Towna legend to insulate them from passing time.
send and the subsequent album, it is no wonder
Firsl of all, the band of 10 years ago created
that: I) The Small Faces would give it another
their own aura; a quality of adolescence was ingo.
2)Steve Marriot (going bald) would re-join
herent in everything about them. They were all
the band. 3) The new album would have the
small (under 5'4"), and had baby-faces. They
perfectly befitting double entendre title, "In
sang in a boyish fashion, and wore hush pupthe Shade." Side one, song one is entitled
pies with the most colorful mod fashions.
"Over Too Soon", which I am sure the band
(This incidental ima ge was later adapted and
muM feel has been their fale. The last cut is
blatantly contrived by the Bay City Rollers.)
called "Filthy Rich" , a sarcastic remark
Shortly after their one big hit, "ltchycoo
about the life which passed them by: "I wanna
Park" put them on the English hit parade, lead
be rich like all my best mates are. . . " is unsinger and guitartist Steve Marriot left to purdoubtedly in reference to Stewart, Wood,
sue a ~olo career. Unfortunate though his lo~s
Laine, and maybe even group keyboardist Ian
may have seemed at the time, it made possible
McLagan, who, after this album was recorded,
one of rock's most happy mergers: enter the
went on the American tour with the Stones.
not-yet-famous Mr. Rod (the mod) Stewart
"In 1he Shade" is more reminiscent of
and Mr. Ron Wood, both full of rock and roll
second
penod Faces (Oh La La in particular),
but fresh out of work, thanks to the negligence
but with Marriot 's voice instead of Stewart's.
of Jeff Beck.
However, it is mce that lhey have nol tried to
With Rod's glamour and sensuous vocal
reproduce exactly a sound from their pasl, as
touch now fronting the band, a change of
other re-formed groups have. The album is not
direction wa~ in order. The "Small" was
over-produced with dubs and special e ffects,
dropped from the name (although Rod is short
which would have gonen them no'hhere,
and Wood is tiny-town). The peach fuzz was
any.,.-ay. Rather, emphasis is upon 11.ha1 has
trimmed from the sound. The ne'h Face~ proalways been the Faces • outstanding quality,
ceeded to develop a very personal slyle, owing
and will always be in vogue: presema1ion of
not only to Stewart's vocab, but to the rough ·
simple but 'olid matenal, unique. no1 b) b)
and-tumble, sometime~ sloppy rock and roll
\llrtue of i1s originality. but b) the personal
p'ctt" ,the ~nd P,roduced. Unfo~unately, it
,
• • 10ucft renckred by the art1<1 '.
vflA
'Stewatl
Who
ttceitetd
a11
hellltefttiOW.
and
•

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
BRAD VASSAR EARNS NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA PLAYER OF THE WEEK
AWARD

Brad Vassar, University of Pacific linebacker, had another ex·
tremely fine defensive game while leading the Tigers to a 27·7 victory
over Fresno State, and was named Miller Brewing Co. Northern
California Player of the Week. Vassar was also named PSA-PCAA
Player of the Week.
Vassar, nominated for the fourth time this season by his coach
Chester Caddas, had ten solo tackles, assisted on eight others, made
three quarterback sacks, stopped a runner for a 3-yard loss and deflected three passes. The 6-2, 225-pound junior from Sonora, injured his
knee early in the fourth period and is lost for the- remainder of the
season.
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RADIO station
mascot jailed
Violent incidents between security guards
and rock concert spectators are nothing new.
However, a recent seattle rock show resulted in
a violent confrontation between security guards and a "duck."
The "duck," who was in reality Danny
O'Brien of radio station KISW, dressed in a
duck suit, was reportedly attacked by a woman
spectator who was not impressed with his
imitation of her walk. The woman allegedly
continued her assault on the "duck" even after
he apologized for the incident which occurred
on the floor of the rock show.
When the "duck" finally hit back, the
woman was joined by two security guards who
threw O'Brien to the floor and began beating
and kicking him in the groin.

Bruce Spaulding gets his kicks
Veteran soccer captain
improves with age
BY MIKE BROSS
PACIFICAIIo SPORTS WRITER

The best. Every athlete strives to be it.
Undoubtedly the top pitcher in major league
baseball today is New York Yankee Ron
Guidry.
Professional boxing's best is
Muhammad Ali.
And the University of
Pacific's best soccer player is defensive sweeper
Bruce Spaulding.
If there is any doubt that Spaulding is the
premier player, one only has to look at the impressive record this 22-year-old senior bas
compiled at UOP.
Spaulding was selected All-Pacific Soccer
Conference honorable mention three consecutive years. He was voted Most Valuable
Player of the UOP team both his freshman and
junior years. And he earned the honor of
being team captain all four years he has played
for the Tigers. Additionally, Spaulding was
picked to be on a central California all-star
team which played a team from Berm11da at
Kezar Stadium in San Francisco.
After piling up such an enormous list of
credentials, it seems that Spaulding's senior
campaign would be an easy one for him to add
to his accomplishments.
But to the contra'11 he sat out what would
have been his senior year due to injuries. "I
was really a cripple last season," explained
Spaulding. "I had a cut on my brow which
required 20 stitches and was operated on to
repair cartilage damage in my leg." So even
though this is his fifth year at UOP, Bruce is
eligible to play soccer this season.
"Coming back was a bit difficult at first.
I was timid, but that wore off rather quickly.

Once I began to practice and play with some
regularity, 1 nearly forgot about the injuries."
Soccer has not just been a sport tor
Spaulding, it's been a way of life since he was
in second grade. "At my elementary school in
Santa Barbara soccer was the only organized
sport.
High school is where Spaulding began to
be recognized as an outstanding player. As a
sophomore he was voted the most improved
varsity player} he won the coaches' award in his
junior year and was the most valuable player
and team captain when he was a senior.
"I went to a small private school, so I had
the opportunityto play a lot when I was young.
My father was the coach, and at times it wasn't
too enjoyable."
Most of Spaulding's time is spent in som-e
way related to soccer. He has competed for
two seasons in city league soccer, which is
played after the UOP season is fmished, and he
worked at a soccer camp this summer. .
"Finding the time to study has sometimes
been difficult, but I try not to give up too.many
parties."
At UOP, soccer is the only male sport that
does not offer scholarships to its players. "The
dedication of the players to make the practices
this season has made us a much better team
than the one that I played on when I was a
ajf.shman. Unlike most football players who
a1 e forced to attend practice because of
scholarships, we come out of a feeling of
responsibility towards each other.
"That is one of the reasons that our team
work has improved a great deal. Another is
that my brother Roger is on the team. We get
along fine and'seem to work well together on
the field. The only time I had played against
him before was in an alumni scrimmage at my
old high school, and I accidentally broke his
foot. We play a lot better as teammates rather
than opponents."
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Julius K. Nyerere, President of Tanzania confers with Father
missionary work.

Mich~el

Dohery on Doheny's

Missionary to revisit
Father Michael Doheny, a co-founder of
CONCERN/ IRELAND, is coming to UOP on
Thursday, October 26, to narrate a film about
his missionary work in Africa.
This free event in the U.C. Theatre
chronicles the story of Father Doheny's six
months in Africa in early 1978, during which
he attempted to open up this country for
developmental improvements by the Western
World.
Father Doheny was instrumental in
helping to bring CONCERN/ USA at the

Univerisly of the Pacifi c in 1972. During that
visit, UOP raised $15,000 to help the peoples of
Bangladesh.
Since his initial visit in '72, Father Doheny
has returned to UOP to present films and talks
about his work in underdeveloped countries.
This film will document
Tanzania, its
people, its wildlife, and its countryside, and
Father Doheny will answer questions after the
7:00 showing.

O'Brien was finally dragged to a waiting
police car and jailed on charges of obstruction
of justice.
The duck's employers were outraged by
the incident, claiming the obstruction of justice
charges was ridiculous. KISW program director Beau Philips said, . " How can a man
who was dressed in a big, padded duck oullit,
lying on the ground being kicked in the groin
obstruct the justice?"
Philips criticized the guards' behavior
claiming they were obviously not well-suited
for dealing with large groups of people, much
less people dressed as ducks.
The KlSW duck will stand trial on Oc·
tober 19th at which time the station will ask for
dismissal of the charges.

Syrnph~ny orchestra opens

with guest conductor
The University of the Pacific Symphony
Orchestra will include a guest director in its first concert of the year on Tuesday, October 24.
The 8:15 p.m. event in the Conservatory
of Music Auditorium will be open to the public
without charge and have two directors.
Conservatory Associate Professor George
Buckbee, who recently returned from a year
abroad, will direct the 62-piece orchestra in the
prelude to Wagner's "Die Meistersinger" and
the "Serenade To Music" by Vaughan
Williams. The soloists will include three
Cgnservatory faculty members, Elizabeth
Spells, Lynelle Frankforter and William
Whilesides.
Buckbee spent the last academic year as an

opera professor at the Sibelius Academy in
Helsinki, where he also made numerous tapes
for the Finnish National Radio and t-aught an
opera seminar in Rovaniemi, Finland.
The Tuesday concert will also include the
Sibelius Third Symphony and the Sibelius Finlandia, both to be directed by guest conductor
Stephen Culbertson, a former UOP Conservatory student. He was in Finland with Buckbee, and while there he directed an opera and
various concerts. In November he will return
to Finland for concerts and performances of
Gluck's opera "lphigenia In Tauris." Last
spring he was a guest conductor in
Czechoslovakia at the invitation of the Slovak
Concert Bureau.

PhOio by JEAN DIXON

Tiger soccer captain B"ruce Spaulding is a veteran who has has helped the UOP soccer program
establish itself.
Bruce's goals for the future also are soccer
related. "If I ever was faced with the opportunity to play professional soccer, which is
highly unlikely, I wouldn't turn it down. But
more realistically, I'm a P.E. major with an
emphasis in sports medicine. I would like to

have a career related to coaching, teaching or
training.
"I've improved since playing a~ UOP.
Competing against better teams such as the
University of San Francisco and San Jose State
has helped me to develop my skills. But I'm
now ready to move on."

TEST YOURSELF

_,.

This Is a chanee for you to 111 hw much you really know ahout UOP sports-pall and
prennt.
1. On January 1, 1957, who did the UOP ngen defeat (24-7) in the Sun Bend at El
Paso~.Texa1?
,
2. SIJ Foothall eoache1 In UOP history have complied winners percentages ol wer
.500-who are they?
3. Hw many times has UOP tcored more than.100 points In a haskethall game?
4. Hw many memhen ol thlt year's UOP Batkethall Team are frethmen and wflo are
they?
5. What wa1 the name ol the mdulm the Pacific Memorial Stadium replaced In
1950?
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- LAMPLIGHT COUECTION OF MODERN ART- 10 vols.
Picasso and the Cubists
Cezanne and the Post-Impressionists
were $4.50, now $3.60

-MEXICAN CUISINE I LOVE was $2.95, now $2.36
-BACKGAMMON BOOK was $3.98, now $3.18
-COMPLETE WORKS OF RAPHAEL was $29.95, now $23.96
- 1902 SEARS CATALOG was $3.95, now $3.16

RAMPAL PLAYS BACH
ALFRED BRENDEL PLAYS PROKOFIEV
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV SYMPHONY NO 3
COMPLETE ORGAN WORK OF FRANZ LISZT
BRAHMS COMPLETE ORCHESTRA WORK
BEETHOVEN NINE SYMPHONIES
- COMPLETE KEYBOARD
DVORAK NINE SYMPHONIES
~~~~~~COMPLETE PIANO MUSIC OF BEETHOVEN
PLUS MANY OTHERS STIU IN STOCK

WAS

NOW

$2.69
$2.69
$2.69
$7.99
$9.99
$12.99

$2.15
$2.15
$2.15
$6.39
$7.99

$19.99
$13.99
$26.99

$10.39
$15.99
$11.19
$21.15

*

I:IY Ll~t. AlVA
PAl ltlli\N FtATURE FDITOR

the first thing to grert vour l'yes is the darkm•ss. Suddt•nl~. you're in a
brightly-t·olored room whl'n' then• are lights flashing and cxdtenwnt hangs ht>avy in tht• air. The
music.: begin~ and peoplt• mo~l' onto tht> floor, your ft>l't tap to the beat and all you want to do is

Step inside...

DANCE.
Don't feel s.trange, the musk's c.:aught you ami that irresistiblt> beat is nothing to be afraid of.
Go on out and have a good timP ... you're going (iisc:o!
Disco music.: takes its roots from the Latin American "salsa .. sound, ami gOl's back far beyond
ct>llophane sweatsuits. "Salsa" 1s the quick bPat of thP Latin congas that has had a wide influenc:e
over many forms of Americ.:an music.:.
Disco dancing and the lifestyle that goes with it are descendants of the Big Band Era of the Fortics. It was then that people began coordinating their clothing, slang and activities around their
musi~·al preferences. Now, disc:o rules the dance floors and whole sections of department stores.
In the United States along there arc approximately I 5,000 discos doing business around the
$4 billion mark annually. Ampricans pay close to that amount per annum for dance lessons.
Ew•rynne from the corporate executive to the junior high school juvenile is learning to dance to the
four-four beat.
There are discos that cater to just about every crowd. In NPw York you'll find the Copa and
Townhouse 48 that attract the older dane!' afidonados. in Los Angeles alone there are dozens that
satisfy the under-18 crowd, such as My Uncle's (you won't make it if you're 19) and California
2000. So look around and no matter what your taste. you'll find something that appeals to you.

*

Along with the dancing craze

and the millions waging to quench
their ..Saturday Night Fever" came a new breed of musicians: the Disco Artists. The Donna Summers, the Steely Dans, The Village People, and the Commodores. Some are older groups that began to shine with new music, others are new groups formed with disco in mind.
Although all these groups and people fit under the heading of "disco music," there's
something about each of fhem that appeals to a specifk crowd. Think about it; Donna Summer's
melodiP·s transport dancers bPy<md the floor. Steely Dan's music is generally preferred by partyloving people who like their quiet softness.
ThP Village Peopll"was originally formed with the gay crowd in mind, but their current
singles "Macho Man" and "San Francisco" surprised evcn the band with their wide appeal. And
Ihe Commodores hold a place in the soulful hcart's list of all-lime favorites.
·
The disco recording mdustry began to grow rapidly about three years agn, and has since
swelled into a flourishing financial oasis. It's a candy jar that everyone has their hand in, and has ·
influenced almost every aspect of commercl'. Comedian Steve Martin's song "King Tut" contains
a line that gocs something like this: "King Tut/dancing on the Nile/disco Tut/rocking for a
mil<"/funky Tul/the ladie~lowd his sty!... "
Thc agP-old "Chattanooga Choo-Choo" has been remad<• into a diseo vprsion , as has the
Rolling Slone's latest, "Miss You." There arc disco wristwatches, lunchboxes, and even under-

wear.
For the pleasure of people who like to dance, today's technology and human mastery of
mat·hines are now combined in a fashion not thought of fifteen years ago. A do~e listening reveals
the complexity of a disco tune.
Synthesizers, guitars and other electronic instruments are mixed in so skillful a manner that
you'd never notice your feet changing rhythm while on the dance floor. Disco music also lends itself easily to the manipulation of lighting and other special effects that create the total atmospherE'
of fantasy that is disco music.

So you say

*

*
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ydu've gotten that difficult Chicago Spank mastered, bought yourself a
new pair of narrow-legged trousers ahd know all the words to The Village People's "San Francisco." What do you do now? In UOP's section of Stockton, I'll admit there aren't too many
places to boogie.
A drive lo S.F. would offpr a variety of choices, but if that's a little out of your way, try Eppie's. Eppaminondas at Quail Lakes, lobe specific. "The floor is wood, with lights underneath,"
describes Liz Jacobs, Eppie's Assistant Manager.
"There are mirrors and plexiglass on the sides that are all covered with designs. The dance
floor is sunken, and the overhead lights reflect off the floor and the walls." There's no cover
charge at Eppie's. and you can choose between the restaurant and the dance floor. "It's right on
the water," adds Liz.
Bla..:k Angus restaurant on March Lane here in Stockton, "is not a disco house," according to
the manager, Barbara. "We offer dinner, dancing, a'nd live music." At Bbck Angus it's the band
thai makes all the difference.
"We change bands ab11ut every fo~r weeks," continul's Barbara, "it's mostly contemporary
llll,lsic with some disco mixed in ... Stress on the "some." Imposing no cover charge, Black Angus
sounds ideal for a quiet evening.

*
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you've been looking

..

for an opportunity to wear that new flourescent bow
tiP? Or the De La Renta blazer you just bought? Well, you can wear them both, and il won't mattl'r if you're male or female, because everything g9Cs at the discos.
We've all heard ol Manhattan·~ Studio 54, where the millionaire is turned away and the sales
derk admitted bec<~ose she's "properly" dreswd and he isn't. The diseo elite are just another
brand' of the still-growing tree. Extremt'ly opposite the New York chic dance floors are those that
attract the leather-and-motorcyde troupes.
UOP IS a pl<i<'<' when• you can have fun with >·our clothes and wear anything you like as long
as you have a good time. Grube on in in 'our gym trunks and Adida~ and ask the girl in the $80
Halston to dance. Hey. we're all hNe to party! At UOP disco dan<-es you can wear anything you
hke and gel away with 11.
Though this fret'<lom of t'xpn·s~ion n·igm her!' on campus, many ladies opt for dressl"'. gentlemen lor dress slacks and sh1rt' Then'' "''"nan occasional thr!'('-piece su1t or two on the floor.
But lht'n, "dre.-sin!-1: up" is oflenlimt'' half th<· fun. "When you're all dressed up you feel
happi<·r and you know ~ou'n• going lo h;nt• a good limP-you make yourwlf havp a good lime,"
quipped Linda Morrison. Connie White agrees, "you ft'el special, rather than just there."
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